
WMF 1500 F

GREAT COFFEE MOMENTS. 
POWERED BY THE FUSION OF QUALITY AND SPEED.



JUST SEVEN SECONDS AWAY FROM  
FRESHLY BREWED COFFEE QUALITY.  
WITH WMF 1500 F.

The new WMF 1500 F stands for great coffee moments in next 
to no time. As bean-to-cup machine, it ensures consistently high 
quality wherever you need to prepare filtered coffee quickly, 
with reliable processes and in large quantities.

UNBEATABLE SPEED
•  Fast dispensing when demand is high: 7 seconds per cup when the storage urn is full.
•  Always stores exactly the right quantity: the storage urn fills automatically to 

the desired level and maintains this level.
•  Large storage urn: with a capacity of up to 4 litres and controlled rebrewing via 

the pre-selection levels.
•  High-performance brewer: large volume allows brewing batches from 0.5 to 1 litre 

in premium quality.
•  Hot water dispensing: a separate spout ensures high efficiency and user-friendliness. 

Hot water dispensing can also be carried out parallel to coffee dispensing.

HIGH QUALITY
•  Bean-to-cup coffee machine: it is filled with whole beans which are freshly ground 

to guarantee high-quality filtered coffee.
•  Pressure-brew technology: the freshly ground coffee is brewed uniformly in the 

brewing chamber with water at the perfect temperature. The coffee is then kept in 
the storage urn or can be dispensed directly into the cup.

•  Optional provision of two types of bean: the second bean hopper can be used to 
store a different type of bean and prepare, for example, decaffeinated coffee.

•  High-performance grinders: robust, fast and quiet running, electronically controlled 
and finely adjusted.

PROCESS RELIABILITY AND EASY HANDLING
•  Automatic cleaning: the WMF 1500 F ensures reliable and hygienic 

cleaning thanks to the integrated granulate dispenser and the timer 
function.

•  Easy grounds emptying: convenient dry grounds disposal in the 
internal grounds box or via “Grounds disposal through counter”.

•  Intuitive touch display: the interactive 10’’ colour touch display 
allows convenient navigation through the menu.

TOUCH DISPLAY
for intuitive operation

UP TO TWO  
COFFEE GRINDERS 
for different bean types  
and direct fresh brewing

ILLUMINATED  
SIDE PANELS
to suit your individual 
ambience

COFFEE SPOUT
for freshly filtered coffee

GROUNDS CONTAINER
for easy disposal of dry grounds

GRANULATE  
CLEANING DISPENSER

for automatic cleaning

SEPARATE HOT  
WATER SPOUT

for flexible and  
fast dispensing

STORAGE URN
with 4 litres capacity

LARGE BEAN HOPPER
with a capacity of 1,100 g

SECOND BEAN HOPPER
with a capacity of 700 g for 
a further type of bean

Further  
information 
and downloads



ONE MACHINE, 
A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS.

Whether it’s in a bakery or at a conference – sometimes things 
need to be done quickly. Especially if you need to have a specific 
quantity of coffee ready at a specific time and without any 
compromises when it comes to coffee quality and easy handling. 
The WMF 1500 F fulfils all these criteria – no matter where it 
stands.

BAKERIES
Perfect coffee prepared from freshly 
ground beans: within seconds, pressure- 
brew technology transforms the coffee 
beans into full-flavoured, filtered 
coffee. This makes the WMF 1500 F 
the perfect supplement to a fully auto-
matic coffee machine. For maximum 
customer satisfaction in record time.

OFFICES 
When people need a cup of fresh, 
aromatic coffee after starting work in 
the morning or between two meetings, 
they don’t want to have to wait for it. 
With two bean hoppers and separate 
hot water dispensing, the WMF 1500 F 
supplies your workforce with filtered 
coffee and hot water for a wide variety 
of teas in premium quality. And you 
can programme the buttons to dis-
pense the quantity of your choice, 
allowing your employees to choose 
between cup and pot. The automatic 
cleaning function ensures minimal  
effort to keep the coffee machine 
clean.

CATERING IN CLINICS AND HOSPITALS 
Health care professionals have enough on their hands with- 
out having to perform unnecessary tasks. And particularly 
when you need to have large quantities of coffee available for 
a large number of persons around the clock, the WMF 1500 F 
is the perfect partner. An automatic cleaning system and 
automatic refilling of the storage urn also help to mini-
mise effort.

SEMINARS AND  
CONFERENCES
With a capacity of four litres and a 
dispensing speed of seven seconds 
per cup, the WMF 1500 F can serve 
large numbers of people attending 
conferences with fresh filtered coffee 
even during short breaks. And thanks 
to the timer function, it can be set to 
have the coffee ready right on time.



SERVICE
Our quality promise does not end when our coffee machines roll off the  

production line. Highest manufacturing quality and an unparalleled service  
network guarantee the durability of our machines. Our 320 technicians  

worldwide ensure that your coffee machine functions reliably and supplies 
excellent coffee.

INNOVATION
We are continually 

setting new  
standards and 

developing  
innovative  

solutions to  
help you optimise 

your coffee  
business.

QUALITY  
MADE IN GERMANY
Our high quality  
standards are evident 
not only in the design 
and development of  
our products, but also  
at our production site  
in Geislingen. Only  
first-class materials  
and cutting-edge  
technology are used.  
In this way, we ensure 
that every machine  
offers a long service  
life and outstanding  
performance.

WHO  
WE  
ARE

We write history – every day. The development of our coffee machines began way back 
in 1927, the year in which we manufactured the first professional coffee machine  

“Made in Germany”. And ever since, we have been learning continuously, with and from 
our customers, in order to create the optimum coffee experience for you.

TRADITION
Our long-standing tradition 
of German engineering and 

craftsmanship and our 
love of detail are evident 

to this day, because we 
are well-known as the 
manufacturers of out- 

standing coffee machines, 
for our comprehensive 
service and first-class 

coffee experience.
FLEXIBLE BREWING QUANTITIES, AUTOMATIC TOPPING-UP.
An integrated storage urn with a capacity of four litres allows even faster dispensing. A user-
friendly timer function allows you to adjust the automatic filling level of the urn to suit your 
individual needs. With a high-performance brewer, it is possible to prepare 0.5 to 1 litre of 
filtered coffee in premium quality in record time.

MAXIMUM ENJOYMENT WITH MINIMUM EFFORT.
The automatic cleaning system guarantees perfect hygiene and cleanliness without compromises, 
even during peak periods. An integrated timer can be set individually to control the cleaning of 
all components which come into contact with the coffee.

EASY DISPOSAL OF DRY GROUNDS.
After a dispensing operation, the WMF 1500 F ejects the dry, used coffee grounds into the 
grounds container or through an opening in the counter directly into the waste container 
(“Grounds disposal through counter”) – easy and convenient.

PREMIUM QUALITY – WHENEVER YOU WANT IT.
The new WMF 1500 F is the perfect solution if you want great coffee in next to no time. Whether 
you want to offer coffee prepared in advance or dispense it straight into the cup: in just a few 
seconds, it serves your guests freshly filtered coffee. And if you prefer a different hot beverage, 
the separate hot water spout offers you further options.

PRESSURE-BREW TECHNOLOGY FOR DELICIOUS COFFEE IN RECORD TIME.
Once the coffee grinder has finished grinding the beans, the precisely portioned ground coffee 
enters the brewing chamber. During the brewing processes, water at a precisely controlled 
temperature flows onto the ground coffee via a distributor sieve, ensuring uniform extraction.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE GRINDERS FOR FRESHNESS FROM THE START.
Because we know freshness is important right from the start, the machine grinds whole coffee 
beans. And the option of using up to two coffee grinders gives you flexibility, allowing you to 
offer beans of different types – beans with different aromas or decaffeinated coffee.

WMF CoffeeConnect as standard.
The WMF 1500 F is digitally ready. With our telemetry solution, your machines are 
connected, you can view machine data and optimise processes. This allows you to 
improve the customer experience and realise completely new business models.

For further information, see www.wmf-coffeeconnect.com

IT’S POSSIBLE TO HAVE QUALITY AND SPEED AT THE SAME TIME.  
THE MANY FEATURES OF THE WMF 1500 F ARE PROOF OF THIS.
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OVERVIEW OF TECHNICAL DATA

WMF GmbH

GBU Professional Coffee Machines

WMF Platz 1

73312 Geislingen/Steige

Phone: + 49 7331 257 257

Fax: + 49 7331 257 297

kundencenter@wmf.com 

  www.wmf-coffeemachines.com

LET’S TAKE THE NEXT STEPS TOGETHER
AND GET IN CONTACT SOON.

*  Output is determined using a machine with constant water supply and is dependent on cup size, quality settings, spout, model and nominal power  

rating. The recommended maximum daily capacity is based on our catalogued service concept. However, these average values serve merely as a  

guideline. Let our trained WMF team match the ideal coffee machine design to your specific needs.

WMF 1500 F

Power connection – coffee and hot water output 5,7 – 6,75 kW / 380 – 415 V – 220 cups

Recommended daily output / max. output per hour* 220 cups

External dimensions (width / height / depth) 325 / 881 / 590 mm

Water supply Fixed water supply

Empty weight Approx. 38 kg

Universally lockable product hopper, granulate hopper and storage urn

DESIGNED TO PERFORM

wmf.com


